Infants show spontaneous looking preferences among isoluminant chromatic stimuli [Adams, R.
Introduction
The sensory aspects of infants' color vision have been extensively studied. It is well established that young infants can make chromatic discriminations. For example, 2-month-olds can discriminate most large, high purity chromatic stimuli from white (Teller, Peeples, & Sekel, 1978) and infants' chromatic discrimination capacities improve with age (Clavadetscher, Brown, Ankrum, & Teller, 1988; Dobkins, Anderson, & Kelly, 2001) .
Infants also exhibit clear spontaneous preferences among stimuli of different chromaticities. In a classic study, Bornstein (1975) tested 4-month-olds with a set of eight 55 cd/m 2 , isoluminant, narrow-wavelength-band test stimuli embedded in a dark surround. He paired each wavelength with each other wavelength, and measured the infants' mean looking time for each stimulus, averaged across all pairs. In a second experiment, each stimulus was presented singly. In both cases, Bornstein found that isoluminant chromatic stimuli of high colorimetric purity were not all equally preferred. Infants looked most at wavelengths from the spectral extremes-perceptually, red and blue, and least at midspectral wavelengths-perceptually, blue-green, green, and especially yellow-green.
Similarly, Adams (1987) tested spontaneous preferences using a set of five isoluminant test stimuli at two different luminance levels, 3 and 30 cd/m 2 . Four broadband chromatic stimuli and one gray stimulus were projected successively on a screen, and infants' mean looking times were 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2006.09.024 measured. Adams found that newborn infants looked longer at stimuli of lower luminance, but this luminance change made no difference for the older age groups. All three age groups preferred most or all of the chromatic stimuli to the gray stimulus. Newborns and 1-month-olds showed no reliable preferences among the four chromatic stimuli, but 3-month-olds showed the preference order red, yellow, blue, green.
Although these spontaneous preferences have often been called ''hue'' (or ''color'') preferences, and described with color names, they could potentially arise from any of several other sources. In terms of classical color theory, there are three kinds of possibilities.
The first possibility is that these preferences could be controlled by the physical and/or quasi-physical parameters of the stimuli, such as luminance or colorimetric purity. If so, stimuli matched for these variables should be equally preferred. In fact, these options have met with little support, because infants' ''hue'' preferences persist when stimuli are equated on these dimensions. Thus, both Bornstein's and Adams' data militate against the luminance hypothesis, since their stimuli were all isoluminant by adult standards, and infants' isoluminance values agree closely with those of adults (Brown, 1990; Chien, Teller, & Palmer, 2000; Dobson, 1976; Maurer, Lewis, Cavanagh, & Anstis, 1989; Moskowitz-Cook, 1979; Pereverzeva, Chien, Palmer, & Teller, 2002 but cf. Bieber, Volbrecht, & Werner, 1995 , for very short wavelengths). Similarly, the colorimetric purity hypothesis can be rejected on the basis of Bornstein's data, at least for high purity values, because he used relatively narrow-band stimuli matched in colorimetric purity at (or very close to) 100%, and still found marked variations of preference.
A second possibility is that these preferences are controlled by the infants' sensory capabilities. For example, infants' color preferences could be determined by their chromatic detection thresholds, with a fixed level of detectability leading to a fixed level of preference. If so, stimuli matched in detectability should all be equally preferred.
A third and more conceptually complex possibility is that infants' spontaneous looking preferences are controlled by perceptual variables. For adult subjects, isolated spots of light are classically described as varying along three perceptual dimensions: hue, brightness and saturation. In terms of physical variables, hue depends most closely on dominant wavelength, brightness on luminance and saturation on purity. However, the three variables interact to control color perception in adults, and chromatic stimuli that are matched in luminance still vary along all three perceptual dimensions. Thus, differences in preference could stem from differences in any one or more of the three. Before attributing infants' spontaneous preferences to differences in hue, one must address the possibility that they could be caused by differences in brightness and/or saturation.
In order to use a perceptual hypothesis to explain infants' color preferences, it is necessary to make several assumptions. We begin by assuming that the perceptual dimensions of infant color vision are the same as those of adults. That is, we assume that infants perceive all three dimensions of color: hue, brightness and saturation. Since both luminance difference thresholds and chromatic detection thresholds are elevated in infants, it seems likely that the ranges of variation along their various color dimensions are compressed. However, we assume that any such compressions apply equally to all stimuli along a given dimension; that is, that a set of stimuli matched in hue, or brightness, or saturation for adults are also matched in hue, or brightness, or saturation for infants.
In adults, stimuli matched in luminance still vary in brightness (Ayama & Ikeda, 1998; Burns, Smith, Pokorny, & Elsner, 1982; Wagner & Boynton, 1972) , and the stimuli that are judged by adults to be the brightest-blues and reds-are also the stimuli most preferred by infants. This covariation suggests the hypothesis that infants' spontaneous ''hue'' preferences could be based on differences in brightness rather than hue. This hypothesis has been addressed previously in our laboratory (Teller, Civan, & Bronson-Castain, 2004) . Infants were tested with a set of isoluminant stimuli, and retested with the same stimuli matched in brightness by adult subjects. If the original preferences were caused by adult-like brightness differences, the original pattern of preferences should disappear, and the brightness-matched stimuli should all be equally preferred. But in fact, the pattern of preferences was little changed. Under the assumption that stimuli matched in brightness for adults are also matched in brightness for infants, the results rule out the hypothesis that infants' ''hue'' preferences arise from variations in brightness.
Similarly, in adults, stimuli matched in colorimetric purity still vary in saturation (Indow, 1978; Indow & Stevens, 1966; Kraft & Werner, 1999; see Kraft & Werner, 1999 for additional references); and the stimuli that are judged to be the most saturated-blues and reds-are also the most preferred by infants. Thus, a second hypothesis based on perceptual dimensions is that infants' spontaneous color preferences arise from adult-like variations in saturation on the part of the infant. If so, then stimuli matched in saturation by adults should all be equally preferred by infants.
The goals of the present project were two-fold. First, we wished to collect an extensive new data set on infants' spontaneous preferences for many broadband chromatic stimuli of varying purity and dominant wavelength, each paired against the same white standard stimulus. Second, we wished to use these data to examine three of the hypotheses discussed above.
Three experiments were performed. In Experiment 1, we collected our basic data set. The data were used to examine the dependence of looking preference on colorimetric purity along lines of constant dominant wavelength in CIE 1931 (x,y) chromaticity space. The data were also used to compare preferences across color lines, and thus to reexamine the colorimetric purity hypothesis at lower purities than those used by Bornstein.
In Experiment 2, we measured infants' chromatic detection thresholds, and used these data to examine the chromatic detection hypothesis. In Experiment 3, adult subjects made saturation matches among stimuli of different dominant wavelengths, and we used these data to examine the saturation hypothesis. None of these hypotheses provided good quantitative predictions of infants' spontaneous preferences. The most likely remaining possibility is that infants' spontaneous ''hue'' preferences are indeed caused by preferences among the perceived hues of stimuli of different wavelength compositions.
General methods: Specification of stimuli
Stimuli were generated on a color video system consisting of a Macintosh Power PC 7500 controlling a calibrated Sony GDM-FW900 Trinitron Color Graphic Display calibrated with a PR-650 photometer (Photo Research). The size of the display was 68 · 42°and the viewing distance was 38 cm for both adults and infants. The test and standard stimuli were 10°disks, centered 15 deg to the left and right of the center of the video display screen. The standard stimulus was always white, whereas the test stimulus could have one of 22 different chromaticities.
The monitor had a peak luminance of 63 cd/m 2 and a black level of 0.1 cd/m 2 . White and chromatic test stimuli were all isoluminant at 4.5 cd/m 2 . This relatively low luminance level was used because of the limited available luminance for the blue phosphor, and the need to make all stimuli isoluminant. It should be noted that no claim is made in this paper that the stimuli are of high enough luminance to isolate cone vision. In fact it is likely that rod-initiated signals contribute to the perceived hues of our stimuli. The luminance of the surround was 0.45 cd/m 2 in Experiments 1 and 3, and 4.5 cd/m 2 in Experiment 2. The surround was always white, but appeared a dim gray at its lower luminance value.
Chromatic stimuli can be specified in terms of dominant wavelength and colorimetric purity (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, pp. 175-176) . This specification system begins with a set of straight lines radiating from the white point to the spectrum locus. These lines are lines of constant dominant wavelength; for brevity we refer to them as color lines. The dominant wavelength of a stimulus is the wavelength at which the color line passing through white and the chromaticity coordinates of the stimulus cuts the spectrum locus. An analogous set of definitions is provided for stimuli along the purple line (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 176) .
In terms of its chromaticity coordinates, the colorimetric purity (Pc) of a stimulus is defined as:
where y is the y chromaticity coordinate of the test stimulus, y b is the y chromaticity coordinate of its dominant wavelength and y w is the y chromaticity coordinate of white.
Stimuli of varying colorimetric purities along a color line can be created by mixing a spectral light and a white standard light in particular proportions, and the colorimetric purity of such a stimulus is the fraction of its total luminance contributed by the spectral component. For example, colorimetric purity is 0% for white light and 100% for each spectral light, and varies continuously with proportions in between. This operation leads to a second, simpler definition of colorimetric purity. Since the y chromaticity coordinate is numerically equal to the luminance of the stimulus, colorimetric purity can also be defined as:
where L k is the luminance of the spectral component and L w is the luminance of the white component in the mixture (Pokorny, Smith, Verriest, & Pinckers, 1979, p. 34) .
On a color video system, colorimetric purity is varied by mixing one or two of the phosphors with the video white standard in particular proportions. However, color video systems have a limited color gamut, and only produce stimuli with relatively low colorimetric purities. The maximum colorimetric purity varies with the dominant wavelength (see Table 1 ).
For convenience, we use color names to refer to our stimuli. The color name white is used to refer to stimuli with CIE 1931 (x,y) chromaticity coordinates (0.33, 0.33). In all experiments, stimuli from six color lines were used. Three of the color lines (nominally blue, green, and red) connect the white point to the three phosphors of the video monitor, and the other three lines (nominally yellow, purple, and blue-green) continue the former three lines to the other side of the white point. In Experiment 1, five additional chromatic test stimuli-nominally blue-blue-green, green-blue-green, green-yellow, and red-yellow of two different purities-were also used, largely to explore infants' preferences at additional points along the gamut limit. The CIE 1931 (x,y) chromaticity coordinates, dominant wavelengths, and colorimetric purities of the stimuli are given in Table 1 .
Experiment 1: Infant spontaneous preferences
Experiment 1 addresses the question of infants' spontaneous color preferences among stimuli that lie within the video gamut. We paired each of 22 chromatic stimuli against white. We showed that infants prefer a wide range of chromatic stimuli to white, and that along each individual color line (line of constant dominant wavelength) this preference increases regularly with increasing colorimetric purity.
The data also allow us to test the hypothesis that, across color lines, infants' spontaneous color preferences are predictable from colorimetric purity. Bornstein (1975) showed that infants' spontaneous color preferences clearly varied among stimuli matched at 100% colorimetric purity. His data reject the hypothesis that colorimetric purity controls infant preferences across color lines at high purity values. Based on the data from Experiment 1, we constructed iso-preference contours at lower purity values, and compared them to iso-purity contours. We thus extend Bornstein's observation to lower purity values.
Experiment 1: Methods
Infant subjects were 12-week-olds recruited from the Communication Studies Subject Pool at the University of Washington. Each infant was healthy according to parents' report, and had no known family history of color deficiency. Each infant was born within 14 days of his/her due date, and tested within the week of his/her 12-week birthday. Prior to testing, the parents were acquainted with the details of the experiment, and written consent was obtained.
Each infant was tested with a single chromatic test stimulus, paired with white, for a single 1/2 h session. A minimum of sixty trials was required for data retention. Two hundred thirty-five infants were tested successfully, with 10 or 11 infants for each of the 22 chromatic stimuli used in Experiment I. Data from 15 additional infants were excluded for failure to complete the required number of trials. In the retained data sets, a mean of 61 trials per infant was obtained.
Each of the 22 chromatic test stimuli was tested against the same fixed white standard stimulus. Along each of our six chosen color lines, the stimulus with the highest available purity was tested first. If the group average preference was greater than 60% (blue, purple, red, and green), lower purities were tested along the same color line, with the intent of finding additional stimuli with preferences above 60%. If not (blue-green and yellow), no lower purities were tested; instead, another 10 subjects were run with these two stimuli in order to increase statistical power. As specified above, five additional stimuli were also tested-four to further define variations of preference along the gamut limit, and one more to examine the region between yellow and red within the gamut limit.
Infants were tested with a preferential looking technique (Fantz, 1965) . The testing method differed from that of Bornstein (1975) , in that measurements of prolonged looking times were replaced with a multiple discrete trial technique (Teller, Pereverzeva, & Zemach, in press ). Infant subjects were held in front of the video display by an adult observer. On each trial, test and standard stimuli were presented. The observer was blind to the locations of the test stimuli. The observer watched the infant's looking behavior on an auxiliary video monitor, and judged the side of the display at which the infant preferred to look. Individual trials lasted a minimum of 3 s, an average of about 4 s, and a maximum of 5 s. Trials on which the infant was inattentive were interrupted, and restarted when the infant became attentive again. The inter-trial interval was 3 s. Trials were repeated until the infant became too sleepy or fussy to continue. The dependent variable was the percent of trials on which the infant was judged to prefer the chromatic test stimulus to the white standard.
Experiment I: Analysis
Analysis of the data included several steps. First, group mean preference values and standard errors were calculated for each of the 22 chromatic stimuli. The average standard error was about 2%.
Second, to describe the influence of colorimetric purity for a fixed dominant wavelength, the data along each of the six color lines were fitted with Weibull functions. The Weibulls had an exponent of 1, a lower asymptote of 0.5 and an upper asymptote of 0.8. The exponent was set to 1 because it allowed all 12 data sets in Experiments 1 and 2 to be fit with the same exponent, thus keeping the number of free parameters small. The upper asymptote was set at 80% because in an earlier study, the highest spontaneous preferences seen among 10°red, white and blue disks of varying purity was about 80% (Civan, Teller, & Palmer, 2005) . The lower asymptote was set to 0.5 because at a colorimetric purity of 0, test and standard stimuli are both identical white, and preferences must be equal. It should be noted, however, that there is no requirement for the purity-vs.-preference curve to be monotonically increasing. For some above-zero purities, the preference for the chromatic stimulus could in principle lie below 50% (the white standard stimulus could be preferred).
Third, three values of preference-55, 65, and 75%-were selected for generation of iso-preference contours. For each of the six color lines, the fitted Weibull functions were used to estimate the colorimetric purities that would yield each of these preferences. These purities were converted to CIE 1931(x,y) chromaticity coordinates. 55%, 65%, and 75% iso-preference contours were then created by taking a convex hull of the data points for each percent preference. (The convex hull of a set of points is the intersection of all convex sets which contain the points.) A third order spline was used to connect the points with a curve, and discontinuities in the fitted curves were smoothed by eye. Note that the iso-preference contours are intended only as a qualitative analysis, intended to illustrate the data pictorially and allow the intuitive visualization of trends.
Fourth, to facilitate quantitative comparisons among preference values, a bootstrap procedure (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994 ) was used to generate standard errors of preference values at a fixed colorimetric purity of 30%. This purity value was chosen for the analysis because it was near the maximum purity available along three of our color lines. For the bootstrap procedure, each of the stimuli along a given color line was initially resampled once, with replacement, with a sample size of 10. A Weibull function was fitted to this set of values, and the preference at 30% purity was estimated. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each color line, and means and standard errors of the estimated preferences were determined. The mean values derived from the bootstrap procedure were highly similar to the values interpolated from the original Weibull functions. The average standard error generated by the bootstrap procedure was about 1%.
Finally, we performed a one-way analysis of variance on the resampled data with color line as the factor. Statistical significance in the ANOVA shows that purity has an influence on infants' preferences. The measure 1-g 2 indicates what percentage of the variance in the preference data is explained by the purity hypothesis.
Experiment 1: Results
The results of Experiment 1 for all 22 chromatic stimuli are plotted in CIE 1931 (x,y) chromaticity space in Fig. 1 . Exact preference values are given in Table 1 . The variations in purity in Fig. 1 deviate slightly from straight lines due to the discrete luminance values available for each video gun, in combination with our decision to optimize the isoluminance of the stimuli at the expense of exact chromaticity values.
The data show two main trends. First, infants' looking preferences were uniformly above 50%; all of the chromatic stimuli that we tested were preferred to white. And second, when the range of preferences is adequately large, as it is for blue, purple, and red stimuli, preferences increase regularly with increasing colorimetric purity. With only two small reversals, stimuli of increasing purity along each color line are increasingly preferred to white. Fig. 2 shows the group mean preferences for stimuli from each of the six color lines, plotted against colorimetric purity. Along each color line, colorimetric purity strongly influences preference, with increasing colorimetric purity leading to increasing preference over the white standard. However, the rate of increase of preference with colorimet- Fig. 1 . Results of Experiment 1: Infants' spontaneous hue preferences. Group mean preferences are plotted in CIE 1931 (x,y) chromaticity space. The cross shows the white point, and the triangle shows the gamut of the video monitor. The center of each circle represents a stimulus, and the size of the circle represents the infants' group mean preference for that stimulus over the white standard. Stimulus specifications and exact preference values are given in Table 1 . Fig. 2 . Preference as a function of colorimetric purity. The abscissa shows colorimetric purity and the ordinate shows the mean percent preference for the chromatic disk in each pair. The stimuli plotted in this figure lie along six color lines (lines of constant dominant wavelength) radiating from the white point in CIE color space. The average standard error of the mean preference was about 2%. Stimuli along each color line are fitted with a Weibull function. The dotted lines at 55%, 65%, and 75% show the three preference values used for generating iso-preference contours. ric purity varies greatly for stimuli of different dominant wavelengths. At any fixed purity, the preference for blue is always higher than the preference for any other color, followed by purple and then red. The preferences for green, yellow and blue-green rise more slowly, and do not reach values above 60% even at the highest available purities. Fig. 3 shows a pictorial representation of both isopreference and iso-purity contours. The thick lines show iso-preference contours for 55%, 65% and 75% preference. The 55% preference contour is fully defined by the data; it is an egg-shaped contour that comes closest to the white point for blue and purple stimuli, and is elongated toward the yellow and green regions in CIE space. The 65% preference contour is defined only in the blue-purple-red-yellow regions. Since preferences less than 65% were observed at the other eight points that lie along the gamut limit (see Fig 1 and Table 1 ), the rest of the 65% preference contour must fall outside the video gamut. The same is true for the 75% iso-preference contour, to which only blue and purple stimuli gave high enough preferences to contribute. Since they fall outside the gamut in the upper portion of CIE space, the 65% and 75% iso-preference contours must be elongated away from the blue and violet regions in this space.
The dotted lines show iso-purity contours, which are physically defined. Iso-purity contours are asymmetrical, coming closest to the white point in the yellow, and being elongated toward the very short wavelength (violet) corner of CIE space, where values of y b are very small.
Comparison of the two sets of contours in Fig. 3 allows a visual test of the hypothesis that infants' color preferences across color lines will be predictable from stimulus purity. By inspection, iso-preference contours do not follow iso-purity contours. Bornstein's (1965) data allowed rejection of the purity hypothesis at 100% purity, and the present data reject it at lower purity values. Fig. 4 shows the quantitative analysis of the colorimetric purity hypothesis. For each of the six color lines, preference values for stimuli of 30% purity are shown; the preference values are derived from the data of Experiment 1, and the standard errors are derived from the bootstrap analysis. Under the hypothesis that colorimetric purity determines preference, all of these preferences are predicted to be equal. In fact, the differences in preference are very large, with the highest preferences being found for blue and the lowest for green. There is a 25.4% difference in preference between the most preferred and the least preferred stimuli matched in purity at 30%. Since the range of observed preferences with these stimuli is only about 30% between (50% and 80%) (Civan et al., 2005) , this difference is very large in practical terms.
Finally, an analysis of variance showed that the preferences on different color lines differ reliably (one-way ANOVA F (5,594) = 4739; P < 0.001). Across color lines, variations in colorimetric purity account for only 2.4% of the variance in the observed preference values. In sum, and as expected, we reject the colorimetric purity hypothesis for lower purity values, as Bornstein's data reject it for purity values near 100%.
Experiment 2: Infant chromatic detection thresholds
In Experiment 2 we measured infants' chromatic detection thresholds along the six standard color lines. These data allowed us to generate iso-detection contours, and address the hypothesis that infants' spontaneous color preferences, as seen in Experiment 1, can be predicted from their chromatic detection thresholds. 4 . Preferences for stimuli equated in colorimetric purity at 30%. The abscissa shows the color line, and the ordinate shows the preferences derived from the data of Experiment 1. Error bars show standard errors derived from the bootstrap analysis in Experiment 1. The average standard error was about 1%. On the hypothesis that colorimetric purity determines preference, all of the preferences are predicted to be equal. The colorimetric purity hypothesis is strongly rejected.
Experiment 2: Methods
Thirty infants were tested in Experiment 2, with 10 infants per group. Each infant was tested for two 1-h sessions, with stimuli from two color lines on opposite sides of the white point tested in separate sessions. Within each session, each infant was tested with 1-4 different stimuli from the same color line, in interleaved trials. One hundred trials per color line were obtained. All infants completed the required number of trials.
Stimuli were generated as described in Experiment 1 with the following modifications. In Experiment 2 only a single stimulus-a chromatic disk-was presented on the screen on each trial. Since we were interested in chromatic detection thresholds, the luminance of the surround was increased to 4.5 cd/m 2 (isoluminant with the chromatic stimuli).
The infant testing method was forced-choice preferential looking (Teller, 1979) . On each trial the chromatic stimulus was presented randomly on either the left or the right side the screen. The observer was blind to the stimulus location. The observer's task was to judge the location of the stimulus on each trial, and feedback was provided. The dependent variable was the observer's percent correct in judging the location of each stimulus.
Experiment 2: Analysis
As in Experiment 1, analysis of the data included several steps. First, group mean percent correct values and standard errors were calculated for each of the 22 chromatic stimuli. The mean standard error was about 10%.
Second, the data along each of the six color lines were fitted with Weibull functions. As in the analysis of the preference data, the Weibulls had an exponent of 1. The lower asymptote was set to 0.5, the standard value for forcedchoice data (Teller, 1979) . The upper asymptote was set to 0.95, a value typical in FPL testing, and best illustrated in Teller, Mar, and Preston (1992) .
Third, in parallel to Experiment 1, three values of percent correct-55%, 65%, and 75%-were selected for generation of iso-detection contours. For each of the six color lines, the fitted Weibull functions were used to estimate the colorimetric purities that would yield each of these percent correct values. These purities were converted to CIE 1931(x,y) chromaticity coordinates. Convex hulls and third order splines were then used as before to generate 55%, 65%, and 75% iso-detection contours, and discontinuities in the fitted curves were smoothed by eye.
Fourth, a bootstrap procedure was used in combination with the data from Experiment 1 to estimate preference values from percents correct, and to generate standard errors of the estimated preference values. Percents correct for each of the stimuli along a given color line in Fig. 5 (below) were resampled once, with replacement, with a sample size of 10. A Weibull function was fitted to the resampled data, and the purity required for a given percent correct (say, 65%) was estimated from the Weibull function. Weibull fits to the data of Experiment 1 were then used to translate the estimated purity to an estimated preference. This procedure was repeated 100 times, and means and standard errors of the estimated preferences were determined. The procedure was repeated for each color line, and for each of the three percents correct (55%, 65%, 75%). As was true in Experiment 1, the mean preferences derived from the bootstrap analysis were highly similar to the mean preferences derived directly from the Weibull functions. Standard errors of the mean estimated preference values, derived from the bootstrap analysis, were about 1% for 55% correct, 2% for 65% correct, and 3% for 75% correct.
Experiment 2: Results
Observers' mean percents correct for stimuli of different colorimetric purities along each of the six color lines are shown in Fig. 5 , and the data are summarized in Table 2 . Along each color line, the psychometric functions are well-behaved-the observer's percent correct increases regularly with increasing colorimetric purity. The rate of increase varies for different color lines. It is steepest for blue, decreases regularly for purple, red, green and yellow, and is shallowest for blue-green. This order is similar to that for the spontaneous preferences seen in Experiment 1, although the four lowest functions differ from each other more in the present experiment.
At the request of a reviewer, Fig. 6 shows preference and detection data together for stimuli along each color line. This figure facilitates a direct comparison of detection and preference data, and allows the data to be compared without the influence of fitted curves. For all but one pair of points (purple at about 10% purity), the observer's percent correct in the detection task is greater than the infant's percent preference in the preference task. This difference tends to increase with increasing purity and with increasing performance levels in cases in which the data are available. Unfortunately, the different numbers of points and ranges of purity available for the different color lines make other conclusions difficult to draw on the basis of the raw data. Fig. 7 shows iso-detection contours at 55%, 65%, and 75% correct, together with the three iso-preference contours repeated from Experiment 1 (Fig. 3) . As with the iso-preference contours, the 65% and 75% iso-detection contours are incomplete, with the incomplete segments constrained by the data to fall outside the gamut limit.
In each case, the detection contour falls inside the preference contour at the same percentage level; that is, the 55% detection contour falls within the 55% preference contour, and so forth. In each case, the two contours fall closer together in the blue and purple region and are more widely separated elsewhere.
Of course the contours with the matching percentage need not be the appropriate comparison; the 55% prefer- ence contour is roughly as well fit by the 55% and the 65% detection contour. Overall, although the two sets of contours do not agree well, the similarity is clearly greater than was the similarity between iso-preference and iso-purity contours. We return briefly to the question of detection vs. preference in the Discussion section. Fig. 8 shows the quantitative analysis of the detectability hypothesis. If the hypothesis that detectability controls preference were correct, then for a fixed detectability the observed preferences on all color lines are predicted to be equal. In fact, preferences vary with color line at all three levels of detectability. While the absolute preferences vary with the detectability level, the pattern of preferences remains relatively constant, with a maximum preference for purple and a minimum for yellow. In each case, the preferences on different color lines differ reliably [one-way ANOVA; 55% correct: F (5,594) = 216.5, P < 0.0001, 65% correct: F (5,594) = 206.8, P < 0.0001, 75% correct: F (5,594) = 270.9, P < 0.0001]. However, the differences in preference are smaller than they were for the purity analysis; for example, there is only a 10.6% difference in preference between purple and yellow for the 65% correct criterion. On average, for the three levels of detectability, differences in detectability explain 34% of the variance in the preference data.
Experiment 3: Adult saturation matches
In Experiment 3, adult subjects matched stimuli from the six standard color lines in saturation. An iso-saturation contour was generated and compared to the infant iso-preference contours from Experiment 1. These data allowed us to address the hypothesis that infants' spontaneous color preferences across different color lines can be predicted from adult-like variations in saturation.
Experiment 3: Methods
Stimuli were generated on the same color video system that was used in Experiments 1 and 2, and the same six color lines were used. The luminance of the surround was 0.45 cd/m 2 . The maximal purity blue-green stimulus was used as the standard, because among the maximal purity stimuli on Fig. 7 . Comparison of iso-preference and iso-detection contours. The dotted lines show the iso-detection contours for 55%, 65%, and 75% correct. The bold lines show the iso-preference contours for 55%, 65%, and 75% preference, repeated from Fig. 3 . Fig. 8 . Preferences for stimuli equated in detectability at 55%, 65%, and 75%. The abscissa shows the color line, and the ordinate shows the preferences derived from the data of Experiment 1. Error bars show standard errors based on the bootstrap analysis in Experiment 2. On the hypothesis that detectability determines preference, all of the preferences are predicted to be equal. The detectability hypothesis is rejected. the six color lines, pilot data showed it to be the least saturated. Thus, saturation matches could be made by varying the purities of each of the other five stimuli.
Four adult female subjects, ages 23 to 39, were tested with the method of adjustment. The subject could adjust the purity of the test stimulus along the color line by tapping keys on a keyboard. The task was to adjust the colorimetric purity of the test disk until it appeared equal in saturation to that of the blue-green standard. The instructions were: ''You will see two disks on the screen. One is fixed and the other one is adjustable. Please use two buttons on the keypad to adjust the saturation of the adjustable disk up and down until both disks match in saturation. Then hit a third button to accept the setting.'' If the subject requested a definition of saturation, she was told, ''if white is on one end of a line and red on the other end, than saturation increases along the line, from white through different shades of pink to red''. Each subject made two matches for each test stimulus.
Experiment 3: Analysis
All analyses were similar to those in Experiment 2. In particular, a bootstrap analysis similar to that used in Experiment 2 was used to estimate the standard errors of matches on each color line. Indow and Stevens (1966) and Indow (1978) provide magnitude estimation data for the saturations of stimuli of different purities and dominant wavelengths. From those we estimated the CIE coordinates of sets of stimuli judged to have the same saturation. Three different criterion levels were used. Each of the solid curves in Fig. 9 (below) thus represents an iso-saturaation contour.
Experiment 3: Results
The purities required for saturation matches for all four subjects are shown in Table 3 . As expected, stimuli of equal purity on different color lines do not appear equally saturated-different purities are required for saturation matches on different color lines. In particular, higher purities are required for Yellow and Purple, and lower purities for Blue, Red, and Green.
An isosaturation contour based on these data is shown in Fig. 9 . The data are in general agreement with the classic data of Indow and Stevens (1966) and Indow (1978) , also shown in Fig. 9 for comparison. The agreement with the empirical magnitude estimation data is better than the agreement with better known but theoretically derived iso-saturation contours (e.g. Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, pp. 512 & 672) . Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the adult iso-saturation contour to the three iso-preference contours from Experiment 1 (repeated from Fig. 3 ). By inspection, the two sets of contours do not have the same shape. The infant isopreference contours are, as always, stretched away from the blue and purple region, whereas the adult iso-saturation contour is stretched toward the blue region of CIE space. Fig. 11 shows the quantitative analysis of the adult saturation hypothesis. If the hypothesis that an adult-like saturation controls infant preferences were correct, then stimuli matched in saturation should all be equally preferred, and all of the preferences in Fig. 11 should be Fig. 9 . Results of Experiment 3: An adult iso-saturation contour. The dotted line shows an adult iso-saturation contour, as described in the text. The bold lines show iso-saturation curves derived from Indow and Stevens (1966) and Indow (1978) . Column 1, color line; column 2, subject; columns 3, 4, and 5; colorimetric purity, and x and y coordinates respectively for the subjects' saturation matches.
equal. In fact, across the six color lines, there are large differences in preference among saturation-matched stimuli. The highest observed preference is for blue, and the lowest for green; the two preferences differ by 23.8 percentage points. The preferences on different color lines differ reliably (one-way ANOVA: F (5,594) = 3452.733, P < 0.0001). Finally, only 3% of the variance among preferences on the different color lines is accounted for by equating the adult saturation of the stimuli. In sum, the saturation hypothesis, like the purity hypothesis, is soundly rejected.
Discussion
The results of our experiments can be summarized as follows. In Experiment 1, we measured spontaneous preferences for chromatic stimuli vs white, along six color lines in CIE space. We targeted stimuli with preferences above 60%. In this preference range, along each color line with sufficient range, the higher the colorimetric purity the higher the preference over white; thus, along a fixed color line, colorimetric purity is a highly effective stimulus parameter. However, across different color lines, colorimetric purity is a poor predictor of infant preferences, accounting for only 2.4% of the variance. This effect was originally shown by Bornstein (1975) for stimuli of 100% purity. Our experiment replicates his finding, and extends it to lower purity values.
In Experiment 2, we measured detectability for sets of stimuli along the six standard color lines, and attempted to predict preferences from detectability. Stimulus detectability is a moderately good predictor, but still accounts for somewhat less than half (34%) of the variance in infant preferences. And in Experiment 3, we measured an adult iso-saturation contour for stimuli on the six standard color lines. Like colorimetric purity, adult saturation does not predict infant preferences across color lines; in fact, it accounts for only 3% of the variance. Thus, of the three variables-colorimetric purity, detectability, and adult saturation-detectability is the best predictor of infant hue preferences, but none of the three variables accounts for as much as half of the variance.
Comparison to previous findings
Our experimental paradigm differed from those of Bornstein (1975) and Adams (1987) in several ways. Probably most importantly, different stimulus displays were used in the three studies. Both Bornstein and Adams used a single stimulus method, measuring looking times to each of several stimuli presented singly. Bornstein also used pairs of stimuli, pairing each chromatic stimulus with each other chromatic stimulus, and averaging the looking time for each stimulus across pairs. We also used stimulus pairs, but we tested each chromatic stimulus against a fixed white standard.
Clearly, these three choices of stimuli do not quite address the same question. If the data are to be compared, it is important to ask whether or not preferences among chromatic stimuli and preferences for each chromatic stimulus over white provide mutually consistent preference orders among chromatic stimuli. For example, if stimulus A is highly preferred over white, and stimulus B is moderately preferred over white, will A be preferred to B? Similarly, if two stimuli A and B are each equally preferred over white (say, at 70%), will they be equally preferred to each other (i.e. at 50%)? We conducted two small experiments of this kind; they are described in the accompanying paper on stochastic transitivity (Zemach & Teller, submit- ted for publication). In general, the compatibility between the two different measures is good.
Despite the variation in stimulus displays, the orders of preferences are reasonably similar across the three studies. Bornstein (1975) found the highest preferences for blue and red, while we found the highest preferences for blue and purple (Bornstein did not test a stimulus resembling our purple). However, some of the details of the results differ among the studies. A higher preference for red was seen in Bornstein's experiment than in the present one. This difference is probably caused by the difference between the stimuli that are called red in the two studies. The chromaticity coordinates of our red phosphor stimulus were closer to those for Bornstein's orange (600 nm) than for his red (630 nm), and a lower preference for our red would be predicted from his data.
Similarly, Adams (1987) did not observe the high preference for blue seen in both Bornstein's study and ours. Again, this discrepancy may be due to a stimulus difference. Adam's red, yellow and green stimuli were similar to ours in chromaticity, but his blue stimulus had CIE coordinates of (0.19, 0.18) . This stimulus falls near our gamut limit, but closer to our blue-blue-green than to our blue. Since infant preferences fall off rapidly along this region of the gamut limit, a low preference for this stimulus is consistent with our data.
In summary, discrepancies in infant preference data across studies arise at least partly from inconsistencies in the use of color names to describe chromatic stimuli. When appropriate stimuli and color names are used, we believe that Bornstein's original description of infants' preferences is likely to be sustained, with the highest preferences seen for blue (460 nm) and for long wavelength red (or speculatively, perhaps even for unique red (Wyszecki and Stiles, p. 487) ). To this description the present study adds that purple stimuli with chromaticity coordinates in the vicinity of 0.36, 0.19 are also highly preferred.
Where is the infant's preference minimum?
Among the narrow-band stimuli tested by Bornstein (1975) , the infants' preferences showed a sharp minimum at 560 nm, in the yellow-green region of the spectrum. This observation can lead to the speculation that yellow-green might actually be disliked or avoided by infants. Thus, Bornstein's data might have been the catalyst for selecting yellow-green as the color of the ''Mr.Yuk'' stickers that are sometimes attached to poisonous materials as a means of discouraging children from playing with them. Our results are similar to Bornstein's in showing relatively low preferences for blue-green, green, yellow-green, and yellow as compared with blue, purple and red. However, our data differ from Bornstein's in that they do not show any sharp preference minimum at yellow-green as opposed to yellow and green (see Fig. 1 ).
Moreover, both Adams (1987) data and ours show that infants look longer at all chromatic stimuli tested than at white. These data suggest that the infant's true preference minimum lies within the CIE diagram, at or near the white point. A more precise determination of the minimum awaits future studies.
Gender differences
The question of gender differences was raised by a colleague after our data collection was completed. To test post hoc for gender differences, we calculated color preferences for males and females separately for each of the 22 chromatic stimuli. For most stimuli there were different numbers of males and females in the group. After Bonferroni correction for a t-test with an alpha level of 0.05 we found no statistically significant differences in preference between males and females.
Detection vs. preference
Figs 6 and 7 also allow us an opportunity to address the relationship between detection and preference in infant vision (cf. Civan et al., 2005) . In the adult vision literature it has been argued that detectability must always be higher than preference, as one cannot prefer that which one does not see (Thomas, 1985) . This rule holds for the detection and preference data summarized in Fig. 6 , in which with one exception, detection falls above preference. It similarly holds for the contours in Fig. 7 : the 55% preference contour falls outside the 55% detection contour, and so forth. However, the relationship between detectability and preference is not constant-blue and purple stimuli are preferred at close to the level at which they are detected, whereas stimuli of the other colors reveal a considerable gap between detectability and preference. Apparently no fixed rule applies to this relationship in 3-month-olds.
Luminance revisited
In the present experiments we equated luminances across wavelength compositions on the basis of the adult photopic spectral luminosity function V (k). But when V (k) is used as the standard, might there be residual luminance differences for infant subjects? The question of infant luminance matches has been treated many time in the infant color vision literature-see in particular Bieber et al., 1995; Brown, 1990; Peeples and Teller, 1975; Pereverzeva et al., 2002; Teller and Bornstein, 1987; Teller et al., 1992- and the arguments will not be repeated in detail here.
Briefly, when any adult standard is used to equate luminances for infants, residual luminance differences for infants could arise in either of two general ways. First, infant and adult spectral luminosity functions could differ, so that a luminance match for the average adult would not be a luminance match for the average infant. The most convincing argument of this kind arises from the fact that the infant lens is more transparent than the adult lens at very short wavelengths (Bieber et al., 1995) . The increased lens transparency could in principle increase the relative retinal illuminances of blue and purple stimuli for infants, possibly making them more attractive. However, this problem is much reduced with video stimuli, which contain little very short wavelength light (Smith & Pokorny, 1995) . Similarly, recent motion nulling studies from our laboratory have shown a high degree of similarity between infant and adult spectral sensitivity for video generated stimuli, including the blue phosphor (Chien et al., 2000; Pereverzeva et al., 2002) . Moreover, neither Bornstein's nor Adams' blue stimuli contained much very short wavelength light. Thus, the low absorbance of the infant lens at short wavelengths is unlikely to explain the high preference of infants for blue and purple stimuli. Other options are discussed in the literature cited above.
The second possibility is that whatever standard is used in equating luminances may not be the appropriate standard to use under the conditions of the particular experiment, for either adults or infants. To take the case in point, a luminance of 4.5 cd/m 2 was used in our study, because this was the maximum luminance of the blue phosphor. Yet this luminance level is sometimes considered slightly mesopic, and it can be argued that a different standard, such as V 10 k, could be more appropriate than V(k) (cf. Chien et al., 2000; Teller et al., 2004) .
We believe, however, that arguments based on luminance mismatches have little force in the present context, for two reasons. First, these issues initially arose in the context of detection experiments designed to answer the question, can infants respond to purely chromatic differences (Peeples & Teller, 1975; Teller et al., 1978) ? In such experiments, a single chromatic test stimulus was embedded in a contiguous white surround. The problem of luminance mismatches was solved by testing the infant with each of many chromatic test stimuli, varying in luminance in small steps, in order to be sure to confront the infant with a luminance match. Under these stimulus conditions adults are sensitive to luminance differences of less than 1%, and infants to differences as small as 10% (Peeples & Teller, 1975) . Moreover, the infant presumably responds to any detectable dimension of the stimulus, and the whole force of the experiment rests on ruling out luminance artifacts, in order to conclude that the infant can detect the stimulus on the basis of chromaticity.
In preference experiments, on the other hand, the question at issue is whether infants show looking preferences between two supra-threshold stimuli. The viewing conditions are very different. The two test stimuli are separated by 30°center-to-center (20°inner edge to inner edge), and embedded in a surround of much lower luminance. Adults are much less sensitive to small luminance differences under these stimulus conditions, and small luminance differences between the two test stimuli are probably undetectable for infants.
And second, in an earlier experiment in this series, we (Teller et al., 2004 ) deliberately introduced luminance differences between the white and chromatic test stimuli, in order to equate the stimuli for adult brightness (rather than luminance). In particular, in order to make a brightness match to the blue phosphor stimulus, adult subjects increased the luminance of the white standard stimulus by about a factor of five (about 0.7 log units). These departures from isoluminance made little difference to the infant preferences, and in particular they left the preference for blue over white virtually unchanged. Thus when chromatic differences are present, they (rather than luminance differences) dominate infants' spontaneous preferences.
In sum, we believe that preference experiments using stimuli like ours are outside the domain in which exact luminance matches are required. In particular, the brightness experiment of (Teller et al., 2004) provides strong evidence that neither luminance nor brightness controls infants' spontaneous ''hue'' preferences. For even more definitive evidence, one could vary luminance systematically in small steps, and show that ''hue'' preferences are robust across all relative luminance values (cf. Peeples & Teller, 1975) ; but this would be very time-consuming, and seems unnecessary given the body of data now available.
Causes of infants' spontaneous ''hue'' preferences
We now return to the three original hypotheses for the causes of infants' spontaneous preferences: colorimetric purity, detection thresholds, and adult-like variations in saturation. Changes in all three of these dimensions depend on manipulation of the same stimulus variable, colorimetric purity. The question is, which of the three rescalings of the color lines yields the best fit to the preference data, and how good is the resulting fit? Our analyses of variance show that across color lines colorimetric purity accounts for only 2.4% of the variance in the preference data; infant detection thresholds for 34%; and adult-like saturation for only 3%. Thus, scaling by infant detection thresholds does the best job, but still accounts for less than half of the variance in the data.
In summary, in the present paper we show that neither colorimetric purity, nor infant detection thresholds, nor adult-like differences in saturation provide a good account of infant spontaneous ''hue'' preferences across color lines. Even after chromatic stimuli are equated for each of these variables, large variations in preference remain, with the highest preferences occurring for blue and purple (and probably long-wavelength red). We believe that the most likely explanation of infants' ''hue'' preferences is that infants indeed perceive lights of different dominant wavelengths as having different hues, and even at matched saturation and brightness they find blues, purples and reds more visually compelling than greens and yellows. A deeper understanding of this phenomenon awaits a quantitative model of color preferences.
